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§ 6. THE COMPUTATION OF THE NORM IN DS-GROUPS
In this section we want to obtain as detailed as possible information
on the numerical value of the norm 11*11 in a DS-group. We will try to
obtain information on the set of places on which Y has to be zero, so that
it be minimizing for z,
42. Lemma. Let Z E Z+ be given. Suppose Q(j, z, y') i=Q(j, z, y) and
JPHY! + JPJ-l(Z -f-y)!+PJ < JPHY'! + JPJ-l(z+Y')I,
then Y' is not minimizing.
Proof. Suppose Y' minimizing and put Q(j, z, y)=r and let y"=pJy"
be minimizing for Ptz i-rn; Put y"'=Pt-1y-!...y".
Then
IIZII~ Iz +y"'1 + Iylltl =
= JPJ-l(Z+Y)[ + \PJz+ rnt+y"l + JPHyl + ly"l =
= JPJ-l(Z + y)1 + IIPJz-t rntll + JPHYI ~
~ JPJ-l(z +y)1 + JPHYI+ IIPJz+ (l-r)n;1I /-PJ= (by 29.)
= JPJ-l(z+y)1 + JPHYI+ JPJz + (l-r)nJ +PJY'1 + !ply' I+PJ<
< JPJ-l(Z+y')j + !PHy'l -I-JPJz+(l-r)nJ+PJy'l + !ply'J =
= Iz+y'l+ !y'l = IIzll,
which is a contradiction.
43. Lemma. Let Z E Z ~ be given. Suppose Q(j, z, Y) ~-=Q(j, z, y') and
JPHyJ -1- !PJ-l(z+y)1 < JPt--lY'1 + JPJ-l(z+y')I·
Then y' is not minimizing.
Proof. Obvious.
To illustrate the remainder of the section, we give an easy example:
7li= 21, P'>P'+1, for all i. In this case, if Z= I utn, is positive reduced,
ut equals 0 or 1 for all i.
Let z be given and let y be minimizing for z. Then
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44. Lemma. One of the following statements holds, for tEN
(i) Z= at-I, 1, 1, ... ; Q(t, y, z)=O and, by 42., s> ... bt-I, 1,0, ....
(ii) Z= at-I, at, at+1, ... ; Q(t, y, z) = °and not at = at+1 = 1 and
u> 0,0,0, .
(iii) Z= '" at-I, 1, ; Q(t, y, z)= 1 and, by 11., u> ... bt-I, 0, ....
(iv) Z= at-I, 0, 1, and Q(t, y, z) = 1 and, by 42., y= ... bt-I, 1,0, ....
(v) Z= at-I, 0, 0, , and, by 31., y= ... bi-s, 0, 0, ....
From this can easily be seen what the minimizing y is for a given
Z= L £tint. It is determined by the set K(z) = {t E NIQ(t, y, z) = I}, or even
by the set C(z) = {t E NIQ(t, y, z) #Q(t+ 1, y, z)}, if we define Q(O, y, z) = °
for all y, z. We see that the smallest element it of C(z) is the smallest t
such that Z= ... at-I, 1, 1, ....
If C(z) is non-empty, the second element is the smallest t>it such that
Z= at-I, 0, 0, Generally, t2n+1 is the smallest t>t2n such that
Z= at-I, 1, 1, and t2n+2 is the smallest t>t2n+1 such that Z= ...
... at-I, 0, 0, .... C(z) always has an even number of elements.
The reader may, if he wishes, skip the rest of this section, as it will
not be used for subsequent results.
Throughout the rest of this section, z = L atnt will denote a fixed element
of Z+.
45. Lemma. Let y be minimizing for z. Suppose
(1-2q)Pi+ k-i (kt-2aj-l)pt+ (1- 2r)Pm+1 <0.
Then Q(j, z, y) =q and Q(m+ 2, z, y) =r and Q(i, z, y) = °for j + 1 ;:;:;i;:;:;m+ 1,
does not hold.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. It follows that, putting y= L bau and
y+z= Lctnj, bj=O for j;:;:;i;:;:;m, bm+1=(km+1-am+1)r and ci=~+q, Cj=~
for j+l;:;:;i;:;:;m, cm+1=am+1(I-r). Put y'= Lb/nj, z+y'= Lc/nt, such
that b/=bj for i<j and i>m+l, and b/=ki-ai-q, b/=kt-£ti-1, for
j+l;:;:;i;:;:;m, b~+1=(km+1-am+1-1)r and c/=O for j;:;:;i;:;:;m, c~+I=
(am+1 + 1)(I-r), ct' =Cj for i-c], and i>m+ 1.
We remark that the decomposition z + y' = Lc/nt is possibly not re-
duced, so z+ y';:;:; L c/pj. Consequently
0;:;:; Iz+y'l + ly'I-lz+YI-IYI;:;:; L (c/ +b/ -ct-bt)pt=
= (1-2q)Pi+ k=i (k,- 2at- 1)p,+ (1- 2r)Pm+1 <0,
which is a contradiction. We have proved the lemma.
We introduce now some notations.
(iv) 8--(j, m) <O:
(i) 8++(j, m) <O:
(ii) 8-+(j, m) <O:
(iii) 8+-(j, m) <O :
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46. Definition. For any pair (j,m)EN xN, j~m, let
8(j, m)= Z"-i (~-at-I)pj;
8++(j, m)=PJ+8(j, m)+Pm+1;
8-+(j, m)= -PJ+8(j, m) +Pm+1;
8+-(j, m)=PJ+8(j, m)-Pm+1;
8--(j, m)= -PJ+8(j, m)-Pm+1'
We now reformulate 45.
47. Lemma . Let y be minimizing for z. Then each of the conditions
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) implies that the corresponding statement (i'), (ii') , (iii'),
(iv') does not hold:
(i') Q(i,z,y) =O for j +l ~i~m+I
(ii') Q(i ,z,y) =O for j+I ~i;;;;m+I and Q(j,z,y)=1.
(iii') Q(i, z,y) =O for j+I ~i~m+l and
Q(m+2, z, y) = 1.
(iv') Q(i, z,y) =O for j +I ;£i ;;;;m +I and
Q(j, z, y) = Q(m+ 2, z, y)= 1.
Proof. Obvious from 45. Remark that 8--(j, m)<8-+(j, m) < 8++(j , m)
and that 8_-(j, m)<8+-(j, m)<8++(j, m).
48. Definition. A pair (j, m) will be called of
Type 0 when 8--(t, l) <O for all j ;;;;t ~l;;;;m,
Type I when 8++(j, m) <O,
Type II when 8-+(t, m) <O for all t » ],
Type II· when 8+-(j, l) < 0 for all l < m,
Type IIo when (j, m) is of type 0 and (j -1 , m) of type II,
Type IIo• when (j, m) is of type 0, and (j, m+ 1) of type II·,
Type III when (j, m) is of types 0, I, II, II·.
49. Definition. (1', m') is contained in(j, m) when j~1'~m'~m.
We will say i E (j, m) if and only if (i, i) is contained in (j, m). The compo-
sition of two pairs (j, m) and (1', m') is defined to be (j , m') if and only if
l' =m+ 1; (j , m') is then said to be the composition of (j, m) followed by
(1', m') or of (j', m') preceded by (j, m).
50. Lemma. Let y be minimizing for z. Suppose (j , m) is a pair of
type III. Then Q(i+ 1, y, z)= 1 if i E (j, m).
Proof. Because (j, m) is of type 0, for some i E (j, m), Q(i + 1, y, z)= 1.
Now suppose Q(j+I, y, z)=O. For some l such that j+I~l~m+I,
Q(i, y, z)=O for j +I~i<l and QU, y, z)= 1. 'I'his contradicts the fact that
8+-(j, l-2)<0 for l-2;;;;m-I and hence contradicts the fact that (j , m)
is of type II·. So Q(j+ 1, y, z)= 1.
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Suppose Q(m+ 1, y, z)=O. For some t such that j + 1 ;;;;;,t;;;;;'m, Q(t, y, z)= 1
and Q(i, y, z)=O for t<i;;;;;'m+1. This contradicts that (j, m) is of type II.
so Q(m+ 1, y, z) = 1. As (j, m) is oftype 0, the existence of any pair (j', ml),
contained in (j, m) such that Q(j', y, z) = Q(m l + 2, y, z) = 1 and
Q(i+ 1, y, z)=O for all i E (j', m') is impossible, whence the result.
III-type pairs may be found by the following
51. Lemma. Let (j, m) be a pair of type I (relative to z). Suppose
that no pair (j', m') contained in (j, m) is of type I. Then (j, m) is of type III.
Proof. 8++(j,m)<0. For any (t,l) contained in (j,m), 8++(t,l)~0,
hence, since
8++(j, m) =8+-(j, t) +8++(t+ 1, m) =8++(j, 1-1) +8-+(1, m) =
=8++(j, t -1) +8--(t, I) +8+-(l + 1, m),
8+-(j, t), 8-+(1, m) and 8--(t, I) are all strictly negative.
52. Lemma. The composition of a III-type pair, preceded by a
IIo*-type pair or followed by a IIo-type pair is a III-type pair; because
a III-type pair is both of type IIo and IIo*, the composition of two
III-type pairs is again a III-type pair.
Proof. We prove the first statement, and leave the others to the
reader. So, let ii. m) be of type IIo* and (m+ 1, m') of type III. For t, I,
such that i-c m « l, 8--(t,l)=8_-(t,m)+8+-(m+I, 1)<0. So (j',m) is of
type O. Secondly, 8++(j, m')=8++(j, m)+8++(m+I,m')<0. So (j,m') is of
type I. Now for j<t-;;;'m: 8_+(t, m')=8--(t, m)+8++(m+I, m')<O and for
m+ 1<l<m': 8+-(j, l) =8+-(j, m) + 8+-(m + 1, l) < O. So (j, m) is of type II
and II*.
53. Lemma. Let (j, m) be a III-type pair, then for any t such that
j-;;;,t;;;;;'m, (j, t) is of type IIo* and (t, m) is of type IIo.
Proof. Left to reader.
54. Lemma. Let (j, m) and (j', m /) be III-type pairs and suppose
(m+ 1, j' -1) is of type O. Then (j, ml) is of type III.
Proof. 8++(j, m') =8++(j, m) +8--(m+ 1, j' -1) + 8++(j', m') < 0 hence
(j,ml ) is of type I. 8_-(t,I)=8_+(t,m)+8_-(m+I,j'-I)+8+-(jI,l)-;;;'0, if
t ;;;;;'m;;;;;'j' < l; 8_-(t, l) =8-+(t, m) +8_+(m+ 1, l) < 0 if t ;;;;;'m;;;;;' l ~j' and
8_-(t, 1)=8--(t, j' -1) + 8+-(j', I) if m;;;;;,t-;;;,l-;;;,j', hence (j, m') is of type o.
For [-ct-cm : 8-+(t, m')=8-+(t, m)+8--(m+ 1, j' -I)+8++(j', m')<O and
for m+1;;;;;,t<j'-1: 8-+(t,m')=8--(t,j'-I)+8++(j',m')<0. Hence (j,m')
of type II. Now for j'-;;;,l;;;;;'m': 8+-(j,I)=8++(j,m)+8_-(m+1,j'-I)+
+8+-(j', I) <0 and form+ 1 ;;;;;,l;;;;;,j' -1: 8+-(j, I) =8++(j, m) + 8--(m + 1, I) < O.
We are ready.
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55. Definition. A pair (j, rn) is called an F-pair, if there exists a
t E (j, m) such that (j, t) is of type III, and at,=kt-l for i E (t+ 1, rn).
Remark. When Pmkm-pmtl, then (j, m) may be an F-pair, but not
a III-type pair.
Evidently, we have though:
56. Lemma. Let K,,(z) be the set of all i, such that there exists
an F-pair (j,rn), such that iE(j,m). Then Q(i+l,y,z)=I, if iEK,,(z)
and hence bi=ki-ai-Q(i, y, z).
Proof. Evident.
We will now prove that the minimizing y may be chosen such that
Q(i+ 1, y, z)=O, for i in the complement of K,,(z).
57. Lemma. Let s: L bini E Z+ be minimizing for z. Suppose that
for a certain pair (j, m), (1--2q)pj+ .k'-i (k,-2at-1)pi+(1-2r)Pm+12;0,
and aj+q=f-kj. Then, if Q(j,z,y)~q, Q(m--;--2,y,z)=r and Q(i,z,y)=I,
for i E (j, m), y'=Pj-ly+r(km+1-am+1)+pm+2y is minimizing for z,
P r a a f. br~ kj - aj - q ; bt = ki - at - 1 for jt 1;:; i ~m t- 1 and bm+1 =
=(km+1-am+1-1)r. So, if y I z~, LCtnt, Ct=O for j~i~m; and Cm+1=
= (l + am+1)( 1- r). Then, putting y' + z = L ct'nt, in which c/ = q +aj < kj
and Ct=at, for jl-l~i~m and c~+lc~am(l-r). We have
O?: Iy +z] I-IYI-IY'+- zl-IY'I = L:'_~l (bd- Ct - bt' - ct')Pt=
= (1- 2q)pj + L:'-i (kt - 2ai - l)pd- (1- 2r)Pm+l2;O.
Hence equality holds throughout, so y' is minimizing.
58. Lemma. Let (j, m) be such that for every pair (t, l) contained
in (j, m), (j, t) is not of type lIo, (l, m) is not of type IIo• and (t, l) is not
of type I; let moreover (j,m) not be of type 0, then: 8-+(j,t)~0,
8+-(l, rn)~O, 8+~(t, l);;;;O, s rtj, rn)~O, for all (t, l) contained in (j, m).
Proof. We prove first that 8-'ti, t);;;; 0 for all t ~m. (j, j) is not of
type IIo, hence 8-+(j, j);:;;O or 8--(j, j)?;O. As 8_+(j, j);;;;8--(j, j), we con-
clude that 8-+(j,j);;;;0. Let 8_+(j,i);;;;0 for j~i~t. (j,t+l) is not of
type lIo, hence one of the following statements holds:
(*) 8--(t', t");;::; 0 for (t', t") contained in (j, t).
(**) 8-+(t',tt-1);;;;0 for t'E(j,t+l).
In case (*), 8-+(j,t+l);;;;8-+(j,t'-I)+8--(t',t")-t-8++(t"-t-1,t+l);;;;0, if
the first summand is set to be °if t' = [.
In case (**), 8_+(j,t+l)~8_+(j,t'-I)+8_+(t',t+l);;;;0,if the first
summand is set to be 0 if t' ~ [, So 8_+(j, t + 1);;;; 0.
Similarly one proves 8+--(l, rn);? 0 for alll ~m. This is left to the reader.
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Now, if (j, m) is not of type 0, then, for some (t, l) contained in (j, m),
8--(t,l)~0. But then 0~8-+(j,t-l)-1-8--(t,l)+8+-(l+I,m)=8--(j,m).
(Again, a summand can be put equal 0, if it does not make sense). We
have proved the lemma.
59. Lemma. Let (j, m) be such that j -1 E K,,(z), m+ 1 E K,,(z) and
if i E (j, m) then i if: K,,(z). Then there exists a minimizing y such that
Q(it- 1, y, z)=O for i E (j, m).
Proof. Evidently, because of 51.-54., (j, m) satisfies the conditions
of 58. Furthermore 57. applies, for y minimizing with Q(j, y, z) =
=Q(m-t-2,y,z)=1. So 57. implies that there is a minimizing y such that
Q(i, y, z) = 1, for j «i-:t. Applying 57. in the case q~ 1, r= 0, shows that
we may as well suppose Q(i, y, z)=O for jl-l :S,i~t. Likewise we apply 57.
in the case q~O, r= 1, to obtain a y such that Q(i, y, z)=O for j + 1:Si~t
and l ~ i ~m +1. A finite number of applications of lemma 57. in the case
q = r = 0 gives the lemma.
60. Lemma. There exists a minimizing y such that: Q(i+ 1, y, z)= 1
if and only i E K,,(z).
Proof. Clear from the above.
§ 7. TOPOLOGY AND METRIC OF DIFFERENT DS-GROUPS COMPARED WITH
EACH OTHER
Suppose we are give n={{~}, {Pt}} and n'={{~'}, {pt'}}. Is the n-
topology on Z coarser, finer or equal to the n'-topology on Z? Are they
comparable at all? We will give a necessary condition for {}= {~} and
{}' ~ {nt'} for equality and in case {} ~ {}' we will give necessary and sufficient
conditions on {Pi}, {pt'}, for any of the possibilities. One will note that
this does not settle everything, in particular not the case that {} =!= {}',
Go=G{i'. Furthermore, this does not prove anything about the question:
are all not locally compact complete DS-groups G homeomorphic or
isomorphic as topological groups? Connected with this is the unsolved
problem, to determine which elements of G"\Z generate a dense sub-
group of G".
In the following we will write n={&, e}, in which {}={~}, and e={pt}.
It is understood, as before, that ntPH1;S~+1Pt. The DS-norm defined by
n is indicated by I!*I!". Instead of <Z, 11*11,,) we will write <Z, n).
<Z, {} > will denote Z with the {}-topology. The semigroupnorm on Z+,
defined by n, will henceforth be denoted by 1*/". For n: = {e, {}} we will
consider G" as a subgroup of Go, but with its own (finer) topology. This
is allowed because of 34. We will denote by S" the set
{~o atnt E G"I ~o atpt < 00 and at ~ 0 for all i},
in other words, S" C G" C Go is the set of all Z E G" such that Izl" is defined.
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61. Lemma. Let z E Z+ and n={a-, e}. Then, if Gn is not discrete,
the closure of the subgroups generated by z in an and Gf} are of the same
index in Gn and Gf}, namely limi€N GOD(z, nt) = ze.
Proof. Let j be the index at which GOD(z, nt) stabilizes, that means
aOD(z, 7tj)=aOD(z, ni) for all i E N, i>j. Then for every i~j there exist
integers p and q such that
zp=z+ntq, and q-c.z,
This implies that Z{} can be approximated arbitrarily close by multiples
of z, when there exist arbitrarily small Pt, that is, when an is not diserete.
The subgroup Z{}Z is closed in the a--topology, because ZlJI7tj, and 7tjZ
is closed in Z, and of finite index, namely n;/Z6 in Z{}Z.
62. Lemma. Let n={a-,e} and n'={a-',e'}. For lz:<Z,n)-?
-? <Z, n' ) to be continuous it is necessary that lz: <Z, a- ) -? <Z, a-' )
is continuous.
Proof. For lz to be continuous, it is necessary that the set of closed
subgroups relative to the n'-topology on Z is a subset of the set of closed
subgroups relative to the n-topology. Equivalently, it is necessary that
the set of closed subgroups relative the a-'-topology on Z is a subset of
the set of closed subgroups relative the a--topology. Because the set of
closed subgroups form a neighborhoodbasis at 0 for the a-- and a-'-topology,
we have proved our statement.
Comment. If a-=I=a-', but G{}=a{}, it is difficult to say anything. Sup-
pose, for example, that n= {{nt}, {pt}}, with nt = 2i for all i to N, and Pi = 2-t
for all iEN. Choose n'={{nt'}, {pt'}} , with no'=po'=l and nt'=22i for
i>O, andp/=(nt')-l for i>O. Then Gn=a{}=a{},=the 2-adic integers but,
for the x' -norm, 1122i - 1. 3 11= t holds for i> 0, so an' is properly contained
in a{},=a{}.
The case a-=a-' is easier. We will assume throughout the rest of this
section, that a- is fixed. As notational convention we let n' = {a-, e'},
n" = {a-, elf}, e' = {pt'} and elf = {pt'} etc.
63. Lemma. lz: <Z, n) -? <Z, n') is continuous if and only
if Sn C S"" if and only if anI:) Gn, as subgroups of G«.
Proof. (i) Suppose Sn' -p Sn. So we have a z E a(J for which IZln is de-
fined, but IZln' not. Put z= k':o atnt, then k':o atpt < 00 and k':o atp/ = 00.
Define b., 0~ bi < kt as follows. If kt= 2, then bt = at. If k;» 2, then b,=
= min (ai, [(kt-l)(2]). We conclude that ~o biPt < 00, and ~o btpt'=00.
From this we have ~o b2iP~i=00 or k':o b2i+lP~Hl=00. As in 23., we
find a sequence {zMIM E N} which is unbounded with respect to 11*llnl ,
but which is a Cauchy sequence with respect to 11*11". Hence lz: <Z, n) -?
-? <Z, n') is not continuous.
21 Indagationes
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(ii) Suppose l z : <Z, n >--+ <Z, n' > is not continuous. Then we
have a sequence {Zi EO Z+ii EO N} such that IIzill" converges to 0, and Ilztll,,'
is bounded away from 0, say 0 < B < Ilzill,,'. If <Z, n' > is discrete,
clearly 0", -p 0", so we may assume lim infiEN p/ = O. Extract a subsequence
from {Zi}, say {xt} with the following properties:
(a) ! IIxill" converges.
(b) for every i there exists a j(i) such that xi<nj, PI+l<Bj4, nj+2lxHl
for j=j(i).
Then ~_.lIxill,,'~ ~_. (lIxill",-2p;li)+l) > (t-s)Bj2 (we have applied
28.).
On the other hand, II ~_. Xiii" ~ ~_. IIxill" and we conclude that
~o Xi EO 0"\0,,,. So 0", -p 0".
(iii) Suppose 0", -p 0" and S",:) S". 0", = S", - S", :) S" - S" = 0", so
this is a contradiction. 0", -p 0" implies S", -p S".
64. Definition. For any M EO R+, M>O, and n define
S,,(M) = { !:o aini EO S" I at =F 0 implies Pi < M}
and
S"(M) = {~o aini EO So I at =F 0 implies Pi < M}.
Clearly S"(M) n S" = S,,(M).
65. Lemma. S",:) S" if and only if for every M'>O there exists
an M> 0 such that S",(M'):) S,,(M).
Proof. To begin with, we remark that S,,(M) +Z+ = S", so the if-part
is trivial. Suppose <Z, in' > is non-discrete and S",:) S". Let j}f' be
given. There exists an M such that Pi<M implies p/ <M', for suppose
not, then there would be a set V = {i(k)lk EO N} eN such that Pi < 2-k and
Pi'~M' for i = i(k) EO V. Hence !iEV ni EO S"\S",.
So for some M, S"'(M'):) S"(M); together with S",:) S", this implies
S",(M') :) S,,(M). Now suppose <Z, in' > is discrete, then <Z, n> is
discrete too, so we can take M = t lim inf {p;}=F 0 and S,,(M) = {O}. We
have proved the "only if"-part.
66. Definition. For tt given, V,,(M)={iEONlpi<M}.
67. Lemma. Let n, n' be given. Then for every M', there exists an
M> 0 such that S",(M'):) S,,(M) if and only if there exists an M> 0
such that V",(M'):) V,,(M) and a set of real numbers
{E} u {rili EO V(M)} C R+ such that p/jri<E for i EO V(M) and
! {ktlPi- ril I i EO V(M)} exists.
Proof. (i) "If": X EO S,,(M) means that X= !iEVCM) a;n; such that
!iEV(M) aipi < 00. Hence X EO S", (M') and !iEVIMI (ai(ri - Pi)+aiPi) < 00, hence
Ix"" = !iEV(M) aiP;'<E LiEVIM) airi<oo. So x EO S", n S"'(M').
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(ii) "Only if". Evidently 8",(M'):J 8,,(M) implies V,,{.M'):J V,,(M).
Suppose that {p/ jpi\i E V(M)} is unbounded. Define for any real number
E>O, the set FE={i E V(M)lpt'/Pi ~E}, and put Fzlc=FIc, for k a positive
integer. All FIc are infinite. Now 8",(M') :J 8,,(M) implies that, for some E,
LiCFg kiP" < 00.
For suppose not. Choose finite sets Di, tEN and at for i E D = UtEN D,
as follows: Do = 0, D, CE! is disjoint from UO~i < t D, and 1 < LiEDtp/at~
~M' -I-1, for some choice of the a.. Then, for Z= LiED atnt, we see that
jzl,,' = LIEDa.P,' = LIEN L iEDta.P/> Lt>o 1=00, whereas Izl,,= LiEDatPt~
= LIEN LiVJt a.Pt :;:;Lt> 0 (M' + 1)2-t < 00. So zE8n\8", and we have arrived
at a contradiction. So, from 8",(M'):J 8,,(M), we have concluded that,
for some E> 1, LIEFE ktp/ is finite and hence LiEFE ktPt is also finit-e.
We define Tt=Pt' for i E FE and Tt=Pt for i E V,,(M)\FE.
We obtain: pt'jr,<E for all i E Vn(M) and
L iEVIMI ktlp,-T,I = LiEFE k,lpt --p/1 < LiEi"E (ktpi+ktpt') < <Xl.
We summarize what we have obtained in
68. Lemma . 8n,:J 8" if and only if there exists a set V CN and
a set {rt E R+li E V} such that
(i) UiEV {Pt, pt'} is bounded,
(ii) {ptli ¢ V} has a nonzero lower bound and
(iii) {pi' jrili E V} has an upperbound and LiEV kijpi -ri l< co.
Proof. Choose M' arbitrary, and choose ill such that the conditions
of 67. are fulfilled. Put V = Vn(M).
69. Lemma. 8n,=8" if and only if there exists a set V C N and a
set {r, E R+li E V} such that
(i) UiEV {pi, Pi'} is bounded,
(ii) Uilfiv {Pi , pt'} has a non-zero lower bound and
(iii) {Pi'jrili E V} has an upperbound and a non-zero lowerbound, and
LiEV kt!Pi-ri! <00.
Proof. "If". Suppose V and {rili E V} given. Then, for X-= L atni EGo,
x E 8" if and only if ~EN atpi< <Xl if and only if LiEVaipi< 00 and
{i ¢ VIa. ¢ V} is finite. LiEVa.Pt< oo if and only if LiEV kilpt _.ril < oo if
and only if LiEVaiP;' is finite. So x = L:o atni E S" if and only if
LiEV U-ip/ < oo and {i ¢ Viad O} is finite and this is equivalent with
X= L a.ni E 8n,.
"Only if". Suppose 8n=8",. Then, by 67., for every 111' there exist J.rI
and M" such that M' >M>M" >O and such that V",(1l1'):J Vn(M):J
:J Vn,(M"). Put V = Vn(M). Then, on V, the Pi are bounded by M and
the p/ are bounded by M'. On N\ V, the Pi have ill as lower bound and
the pt' have M" as lower bound.
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Suppose that P,'/Pt is unbounded on V, then, as in the second part
of 67., we find that, for E great enough, 2ilFE ktp,' < 00 and I,'FE ktpt<oo
where F E= {i E Vlp//pt >E}. Likewise we find that ktpt and ktp,' are
summable on Ie= {i E Vlpt' /Pt < l /e}, for e large enough. Choose Tt'~Pt for
i¢:FEu/e, and Tt =p/ for iEFEu/e. Then clearly l /e <p,'/Tt<E and
I'IY k,lpt-Ttl = IiIFEUI, k,lpt-p,' 1< 00. This finishes the proof.
§ 8. AN APPLICATION: A COMPLETE NONDISCRETJol GROUP-TOPOLOGY ON Z
In the following t?={(i-+l)!IiEN} and, for ACN, Pt=! if iEA,
p,=1/(i-+2) ifi¢:A and I!A={ptliE N}. nA={t?, I!A} defines aDS-topology,
because (i -+ 2) !Pt> (i -+ 1) !pm. In fact, 1= (i -+ 2)Pt> t > l/(i -+ 3), for i E N.
We write IlziiA instead of Ilzll"A' <Z, nA ) is nondisorcte if and only if A
has an infinite complement in N. If S is any set we will denote the set
of all subsets of S by Pow(S), the powerset of S.
We recall that an ideal on S is a subset ff of Pow (S) with the property:
for all A E ff and B E Pow (S), A n BE ff and for all A E ff and B E ff,
A u BE s: We remark that, if A E Pow (N), BE Pow (N) and A :J B,
then lz: <Z, nA ) ---+ <Z, nB ) is continuous.
70. Lemma. Suppose ff is an ideal of subsets of N that have an
infinite complement in N. Then the coarsest topology on Z, finer than
every nA-topology with A E ff, is non-discrete.
Proof. We call this topology T(ff). A basis of neighborhoods for
T(ff) is UAE§" mA, where mAstands for a basis of neighborhoods at °
in <Z, nA ). Because none of the <Z, nA ), with A E ff, is discrete,
T(ff) is non-discrete.
71. Lemma. Suppose ff is an ideal of sets with infinite complement
on N. Suppose for every infinite subset B of N, there exists an infinite
A E.'F with A C B. Then <Z, T(.'F) ) is complete.
Proof. A net in Z+ is a T(.'F)-Cauchy net, if and only if it is a Cauchy
net with respect to every nA-topology, with A E ff. Suppose it does not
converge to an element of Z. Then, in G(J it will converge to some z E G(J\Z,
say Z= I:.olli(i-+l)!, in which infinitely many ai';60 such that, for no io
does i>io imply lli=i+l=kt - 1. Now when a,¢:{O,i+l}, for iEN, the
i-th place contributes at least Pt +O to IIz IIA, whatever A is. We use here
the terminology introduced in § 5, immediately preceding 20. Now let
XEZ+,X= I:obt(i+l)" Suppose that bt=i '\-l=kt-l and bH 1=0. Then
the i-th and the i + I-st place contribute at least PHI.
We can see this as follows. Let y be minimizing for x. Either
Q(i+l,x,y)=l, or Q(i+l,x,y)=O. In the first case, there is a contri-
bution of at least PHI from the i + l-st place to the norm of x. In the second
case, it follows that there is a contribution of
(k~-1)Pt~(i+l)/(i+2)~ max (t, 1/(i+3))~PHl
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from the i-th place. Let us consider B={iENIU1¢{O,i+1} or (ac-l=i
and at = On. Because z ¢ Z, B is infinite. Hence there exists an infinite
A EO.f7 with A C B. We have assumed IIzllA <=. But any net {z.tl.? E A},
for some directed set A, that converges coordinatewise to z (cf. 35),
satisfies lim {llz.tIIAI.? E A}==. We have arrived at a contradiction.
72. Definition. Let <M, 8 >be a pair consisting of a topological
space 8 and a dense subset M of 8. A proper ideal 1 on 8 is called
clustering over M if it has the property that for every infinite set XC M,
there is an infinite Y ex, such that Y (the closure of Y in 8) is an element
of 1.
73. Definition. Let 8 1 and 8 2 be sets and q;: 8 1 -+ 8 2 a map. For
an ideal 1 on 8 2, we let q;-11 denote the ideal consisting of all XC 8 1,
such that XC q;-lX' for some X' E 1.
74. Lemma. Let M l be dense in 8 1 and M 2 dense in 8 2. Suppose
cp: 8 1 -+ 8 2 is a continuous map which is surjective and which has the
property that q;Ml\Ml is finite and M 1 n q;-l{q;X} is finite for all x E MI.
If 1 is an ideal on 8 2, clustering over M 2, then q;-11 is clustering over MI.
Proof. Because q; is onto, 1 is proper only if q;-11 is proper. Let X
he an infinite subset of MI. q;X contains an infinite subset of M 2 , hence
there is aye M 2 n q;X such that Y E 1. Hence q;-lY is closed in 8 1 and
q;-lY contains an infinite set contained in M l, say Zl. Zl C q;-ly, hence
Zl C q;-ly, so Zl E q;-11, which proves the lemma.
75. Definition. The Stone-Cech compactification of N is denoted
by BN. fJ denotes the natural injection N -+ BN. We write cl (X) for the
closure of fJ(X) in BN, for any subset X of N.
76. Lemma. cl: X -+ cl (X) is a homomorphism of the Boolean
algebra Pow (N) into the Boolean algebra Pow (BN).
Proof. Evident.
77. Lemma. Let.f7 be an ideal on N. Let cl (.f7) be the ideal on
BN consisting of all XC BN, for which there is aYE.f7, such that
X C cl (Y). Then the condition that every A E.f7 has an infinite comple-
ment and that for every infinite BeN, there exists an infinite A C B,
such that A E.f7, is equivalent with the statement: cl (.f7) is an ideal on
BN, clustering over fJ(N).
Proof. fJ-l(cl (.f7))=.f7, for let X' E.f7 and Y be such that X C fJ-1Y,
-- --
and Y C cl (X') = fJ(X'), then fJ(X) C fJ(X'), hence X C X', hence X E.f7.
Every A E.f7 has infinite complement is equivalent with cl (A)=fBN for
all A E.f7, hence equivalent with the statement: cl (.f7) is proper. The
rest is trivial.
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78. Example 1. An ideal on BN, clustering over f3(N). The ideal
of all sets not containing n E BN\f3(N).
Proof. Let XC N be infinite. X contains two disjoint infinite sets
I, J. cl (I) n cl (J) = 0, hence they cannot both contain n. So cl (I) or
cl (J) is in the ideal.
79. Example 2. An ideal on K(N) clustering over k(N), in which
k: N ~ K(N) is an injection of N into some compact metrizable space
K(N), such that k(N) is dense in K(N).
The set of all closed subsets S of K(N) with the property that the
cardinality of the set of nonisolated points of S is less than some infinite
cardinal number m, less than or equal to the cardinality of K(N).
Comment. In the case of example 2, there is a continuous map
tp: BN ~ K(N), such that rpf3=k. Let I be a clustering ideal defined as
in the example, then k-1I = f3-1(rp-lI) and we can think of example 2
as a way of obtaining ideals in BN, clustering over f3(N).
We have arrived at a wealth of ways to produce non-discrete complete
topologies on Z. Actually we have;
80. Lemma. The cardinality of the set of non-discrete complete
group-topologies on Z equals the cardinality of the set of all group-
topologies on Z, namely the cardinality of Pow (Pow (N)).
Proof. The ideals f3-1I on N, which we obtain by example 1 are
just the maximal ideals on N. We prove that for two different maximal
ideals .F and .F', the resulting topologies on Z are different. As the
cardinality of the set of all maximal ideals equals the cardinality of the
set of all ultrafilters and as this cardinality equals the cardinality of
Pow (Pow (N)), we will then have proved the result.
Let .F and .F' be two different maximal ideals. Consider the directed
set A consisting of sets A=A(A,n)={iENliiA and i~n} for AE.F.
A is ordered by A'». if and only if A' CA. We define the net {zAI). E A}
by ZA = (k+ 1) I, where k= min (A). For A E.F, for all A=).(B, n) C A(A, 0)
holds that IIzAIIB ~ l/(n +2).
Now if .F and .F' are different maximal ideals take A E .'!F\.F'.
Because A i.F' and .F' is maximal, N\A = C E .'!F'. So, for all ).= A(B, n) C
C J.(A, 0), IIzAllc = t. SO {ZA} is a Cauchy net converging to 0 in the topology
defined by .F but not in the topology defined by .'!F'. We have proved
the lemma.
We combine 14., 71., 78. and the proof of 80. in:





(i E A implies at=O) and (~o atj(i+2)<e)},
for A E ~ and e<i.
Then {VA.s - VA.•IA E ~ and 0 < e < t} is a basis of neighborhoods for
a topology T(~) on Z, such that <Z, T(~) ) is a nondiscrete, complete,
Hausdorff topological group. Moreover if ~~l~', then <Z, T(~)=I=­
1= <Z, T(~') ).
Proof. Clear from the preceding.
§ 9. A CLASS OF NORMED GROUPS HOMJ<::OMORPHIC TO COMPLETE DS-GROUPS
In this section P will stand for II{RjZli EN}, the infinite dimensional
torus with the usual topology of coordinatewise convergence. S will stand
for L {RjZli E N} C P. An element of P will be denoted by {Xi}; so S
consists of all {Xt} E P such that Xt =I=- 0 for only a finite number of indices i.
Let fPn= {{Xt} E SIXt= 0 for i>n} and Sn= {{Xt} E SIXt=O for i~n}. So
S=Sn+Tn.
Let m be some group norm on S, satisfying that the restriction of m
to Tn induces the usual compact topology on Tn. Let M be the completion
of S for m and let tp : M ---+ P be the canonical morphism, then we have
82. Lemma. Suppose rp is injective. Then M is compact if and only
if rp is surjective.
Proof. "If" is trivial, so let rp be injective and M compact. rpM is
also compact. Let q: P ---+ PjrpM be the quotient morphism. PjrpM is
compact so, for a character X of PjrpM, Xq is a character of P vanishing
on M, hence on S, hence X=O, so PjrpM =0, and rpM =P.
83. Lemma. If Sn is closed in S with respect to the m-topology
then M is compact if and only if rp is an isomorphism.
Proof. M =Tn+Mn, where M n is the completion of Sn relative to m
(or the closure of S« in M). If M is compact, then
M = lim proj MjMn = lim proj Tn=P.
Suppose now that rp is injective and M =l=-P. An element X of M, that
generates a dense subgroup of P, has the property that x·z (closure
taken in M) is not compact. If x·Z is not discrete either, we have an
example of a monothetic group which is not locally compact. In fact,
S. ROLEWICZ [5] exhibited a case in which x·Z=M =/=P., Even when
x· Z 1= M, x· Z may provide an example of a not locally compact mono-
thetic group.
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84. Definitions. 1*la on R denotes the usual absolute value norm,
1*1 on R/Z is defined by /x+ZI = min"Ez Ix+nla
and
1*1 on Z/(t) is defined by Ix+tZI = minnEz Ix+tnla.
Let ft = {qtli E N} be a sequence of positive reals, then mp" defined by
mp,({xt}) = k:o IXilqt, is a norm on E satisfying Tn is compact and En
is closed.
85. Definition. For u=< {}, ft), in which {}= {ni E Z+li EN},
no=l, nt#nm, ntlnm for all iEN and in which ft={qtER+\{O} liEN}
such that L:o qt/(nm) <00, define II*I/u on Z by I/zl/u=mp,({z/(nm) mod I}).
86. Definition. For u=< {}, ft), satisfying the conditions of 85.,
define n = {Do, sft} by sft= {I/ntlluli EN}.
For n={{},e} define u=<Do,de) by de={lctpt-pt+1liEN}. In this,
kt = nt+1/nt, as before.
87. Lemma. <Do, de) satisfies the conditions of 85. if and only
if de consists of non-zero real numbers. {{}, Sft} defines a DS-groupnorm,
and moreover: ktpt> PHI for all i.
Proof. If de consists of non-zero numbers, then
~-o (lctPt-Pm)/nm= ~_oPt/nt- ~=oPHI/nm=po-pt+1/nt+1
as Pt+1/nt+1 is a decreasing positive function of t, we have proved the first
statement. Secondly, for e =sft,
pj = I/njl/u = L:i nj/nt+1qt. So (nj+1/nj)l/njl/u -l/nj+1l/u =
= ~i (nj+1/nHl)qt- I.':i+l (nj+1/nm)Qt=qj>O.
88. Lemma. <{}, ft )=< Do, deu », {Do, sde}= {{}, e} if and lonly if
limiEN Pt/nt = O.
Proof. The first statement follows from the proof of 87. Putting
qt= lctPt - pm for all i, we find
I/njl/u = k:i (1Lj/nHI)(ktpt - Pm) = nj ~i (Pt/nt- Pt+1/nt+1) = nj(pj/nj -1)
in which 1= limiENpt/nt, so we are done.
Let u=< Do, ft >be given. Then we will prove that 11*llu and 11*1/" are
equivalent, with n= {{}, sft}. First we need a few technical lemmas.
89. Lemma. Let Do={nt} be given. For every z E Z, there exists a
decomposition z = k:o bau, with bt E Z for all i, and such that only a
finite number of bt are unequal to zero, Ibtla ~ lkt for all i, and such that
if Ibtla=lkt, then not Ibi+11a=ikm and not sign bt= - signbt+1 '
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Proof. We define bi by induction. Z Eao+n1Z. Choose a representative
bo of ao t- n1Z, such that Ibola ;:5; inl = tk1.
Suppose bi already defined for 05,i~j. Then Z= L:-o btni+nj+lY.
Y EO aj+l + kj+1Z, Choose a representative bj+1 from aj+1 + kj+1Z, such that
Ibj+1la ~ ~km· Suppose Ibj'a = tkj and Ibj-'-l!a = !kj+l, that is for instance
Then z. L::~bini -kjnjj2-(kmj2-I)njtl+Y, and we see that, by rede-
fining bj, we can put things straight again. The rest is similar.
90. Lemma. Let Z= L:o bau, with the bt chosen such that they
satisfy the conditions of 89. Then L:~o Ibtlant < inm if Ibjl a< ~kj, and
L:-o Ibilant < ~njtl if /bjl a= lkj.
Proof. The statement is evident for j = O. Now suppose it has been
proved for O~j~m-1. Suppose Ibmla<~km; so by induction
because we may assume km7= 2 (in the case km= 2, bm, 0, so ~ < ikm).
If Ibml a= ikm then bm-1 < !km-1 so the induction hypothesis shows that
L;'-o ;bi:ant«i+tkm)nm~~kmnm.
91. Lemma. Suppose Z= !:o btnt as in 89.
Then I L:-o btntla> 1L:-o Ibt!ant, for all j.
Proof. Suppose proved for O;::;;j;:;;m-l (evident for j=O). If bm=O
then trivial for j=m. Otherwise put F= I r_obtnt/a, G= k-o Ibtlant.
Suppose first Ibmla>1..Then F~lbmlanm-L;'_-ollbilant>~G,by 90. If
Ibml a= 1 and Ibm-1Ia<!km-1, then we get F> lG. If bm= 1 and bm-1 ~ ikm-l,
F~i-nm- k_-02Ibtlant>~G, by 90.
92. Lemma. Let u=(&,,u)=({nt},{qt}) and let :n:={&,s,u}=
= {{nt}, {llntllu}}. Then ~o lj(nj+l)qj L:-o atnt = 2,,':0 pjaj for all sets
{at EO Rli c: N}, such that both sides are absolutely convergent.
2,,':0 (ljnj+l)qj L:-o atnt= 2,,':0 (pj/nj-pj+l/njtl) ~-o (.ltnj=
= 2,,':0 (pjjnj) ~-o atnt - 4.0 (Pj+1/nf+I) ~~~ atnt +
+ ~o (Pf+ljnjtl)aj+lnj+l = 4.0 pjaj.
93. Theorem. For all x E Z, IIxlk~ Ilx/lu > -l61Ixll".
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Proof. Clearly Ilxll,,~ Ilxllu, because )1*11 is the largest norm such that
Ilnjll = Ilnjllu. For x E Z, write x = k':o bou as in 89. Then
l <I:=D b~ni) mod nml > 11 ~=o bintl
by 90.
. 1 jThen 91. gives I (~~=o btnt) mod njHI > 16 k=D \bt!ant. Hence 92. gives
IIxliu > r\llxll".
We have proved what we announced, namely that 1I*!Iu and 11*11" are
equivalent.
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